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. Highefficiency

. Wide operating temperature range: -25.C to +70.C. Useable withall common photovoltaicmodule types

. Easy handlingand installation

. High-frequencygalvanic Isolationtopology. Localservice team

. Complies to all JNNSM as well as to VDE and DIN guidelines

... Just to mention a few.

Get convinced of our SOLIVIA product line and visit us at the Intersolar India 2011 in Mumbai (India), Booth #1410
or at our website www.solar-Inverter.com and on Facebook @ "SOLIVIA Solar Inverter from Delta"'

Delta Energy Sy.tem. (India) Pvt. Ltd.
Ozone Manay Tech Park,
'1\ Block, 3rd Floor, Survey No, 56/18 & 55/9,
Hosur Road, Hongasandra Village,
Bangalore - 560068, Karnataka, Indle
Phone: +91 (0) 80 67164777 (Extn 5264)
Mobile: +91 9900 001724
Sales Emall: seles.lndla@solar-Inverter.com A ~ELT~
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ARUN-160 Solar Boiler

Clique Technologies have de-

veloped, The ARUN dish, a
100% indigenously developed
Fresnel Paraboloid Solar Con-

centrator with a point focus.

The innovative dish design and
the automatic two-axis track-

ing system helps it to deliver

the highest thermal energy

output per sq.m. of collector

area compared to other solar
concentrators in India.

Key performance

parameters
. Savesover 5,00,000 litersof

fossil fuel over its lifetime.

. India'sfirst IBR-approvedSo-
lar Boiler.

. Occupies 3m x 3m of foot-
print area enabling it to be
mounted at locations with

space limitations.
. Can deliver 400°C (oil) or 25

bar (steam)with an accuracy
of +/-1 °c.

. Automatic two axistracking
to capture maximum solar
radiation.

. Can be augmented with a
heat energy storage facility

energetica india

for operation in non-solar
hours.

1 ARUNDish can deliver

Applications (all figuresareper
day) -
. Steam: 1.2 tons of dry satu-

rated steam

. Hot water: 20,000-25,000
liters of hot water (@ 65°C)

. Cooking: 7,000-8,000
meals

. Cooling: 25 TR of cooling
capacity for 8-10 hou rs

. Milk pasteurization: 25,000
liters of milk pasteurization

. Effluent evaporation: 2.5 m3

of effluent evaporation

. Laundry: 600kg of laundry
perday

. Desalination: 5.75 m3 of dis-

tilled potablewater
Savings(allfiguresareperday)-
. 7,00,000 kcal on a clear

sunnyday
. 100 liters of fossil fuel on a

clear sunny day
. 600-700 kWh of effective

electrical energy

. 60-70 tons of CO2 emis-
sions.

PRODUCTS

Cooper Bussmann
The Cooper Bussmann -e.. e e e .
line up of solar fuse ,-.~._--
links continues to grow ~

and lead the industry.
This year, the company
has launched break-

through circuit protec-
tion products that of-
fer PV system OEMs a
greater choice in how
they protect system ar-
raysand inverters.
In the 10 x 38 fuse link

category, the voltage rat-

ing of the 20 amp ver-

sion has been increased

from 900 to 1000Vdc.

This now completes the

entire 1 to 20 amp range so

they all meet the IEC 60269-6

standard requirements.

The new range of XL Style,

square body fuse links in voltage

ratings up to 1500Vdc provide

OEMs greater flexibility in the

protection of higher power PV

arrays. No other fuse manufac-
turer hasachieved this landmark

voltage rating in this package,

representing a significant break-

through in fuse design and per-
formance.

The new series of NH1

square bodied photovoltaic

fuse links has ratings up to
1000Vdc; these are one of the

smallest NH style fuse links to

achieve this rating and are the

most comprehensive range of
NH size fuse link solutions on

the market with amp ratings
from 50A to 160A.

The 14 x 65mm range of

photovoltaic fuse links com-

prises 15 and 20A ratings at
1500Vdc and 25 and 32A rat-

ings at 1300Vdc, making this

the only series to offer these

voltage and amp ratings in this

package size.

Also available is a range of

IEC 60269-6 (gPV) 14 x 51mm

photovoltaic fuse links. This
new ferrule-bodied series com-
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prises 15 and 20A ratings at
1100Vdc and 25 and 32A rat-

ings at 1000Vdc, providing PV
system OEMs with a compact

protection solution for higher

voltage distribution networks.

New Surge Protective
Devices

In tandem with the develop-
ments in PVfuse links,Cooper
Bussmann has strengthened its.

offering in the surge protec-

tion market. Newly launched

is a combined lightning current
and surge arrester (SPD Class

I according to IEC 61643-1)

for use in photovoltaic power

supply systems. The prewired
device can be used in installa-

tions up to 1000V UCPV and

provides maximum system

availability due to its spark gap

technology with DC current ex-
tinction.

There is also a new two

module surge protector (with

two-step DC switching device)

that features easy IDTMvisual

indication and optional remote

contact signalling (floating

changeover contact) for use in

photovoltaic systems. It issuita-

ble for all PVsystems in accord-
ance with UL 1449 3rd Edition

and IEC 60364-7-712.
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SOLARPOWER

Solar Thermal Technology
and its Off-GridApplications

Introduction

Industrial process heat (IPH) applications
below 250°C contribute to about 15 to

20% of India's total oil consumption (al-
most 80%-90% of which is imported).
Cooling and air conditioning is another en-
ergy intensive process amongst the various
energy consuming applications. According
to a study by McKinsey,the power deficit
in India could be as high as 25% by 2017.
Due to the limited supplies of fossil fuel,
its rising costs and pollution problems, and
the ever increasing power shortage, there
is a need to make use of renewable sourc-

es of energy to meet this IPHand comfort
cooling energy demand.

1. INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS

About 5 to 7 kWh/sq.m. of global so-
lar radiation (on non-tracking horizontal
surface) is available in India for about 300-

330 days a year. Also, many cooling loads
have a high coincidence with the availabil-
ity of solar irradiation. The use of an ap-
propriate solar technology for cooling and
IPHapplications can have a positive impact
on the Indian energy and environmental
scenario.

Solar Thermal System applications
Industrial sectors such as Food Process-

ing Industries (Dairy Industry, Sea Food
Processing Industry, and Sugar Industry),
Textile Processing Industry, Pharmaceutical

Pharmaceutical Industry
- Sterilization Steam

Air,Steam
Water

-Drying

- Syrup preparation

Textile industry

- mercerizing

- drying

- finishing

Chemical Industry

- drying

- dissolving, distillation

- thickening, leaching

Pulp 8< Paper Industry

- kraft pulping

- kraft bleaching

Food Industry

- cooking

- drying

Water, Steam
Steam
Steam

Air

Steam
Steam

Steam

Steam

Steam

Air,Steam

Water, Steam- canning

80 - 120

120 - 230

80 - 130

Up to 100

60 - 135

60 - 150

60 - 125

85 - 170
85 - 170

185
140

120- 185

120- 230
80 - 130

2. APPLICATIONS IN HOSPITALITY SECTOR

- Laundry
- Cooking
- Cleaning, bathing

Steam

Air,Steam
Water, Steam
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150-180

120 - 140

50-60

Industry, Pulp & Paper Industry, Chemical

Industry, Auto Component Industry etc.

have large requirement of thermal energy

in their manufacturing plants.

A few processes and the temperature

range requirements are mentioned below.

COMFORT COOLING ApPLICATIONS

Another interesting application is the use

of solar for cooling purposes. Solar assisted

cooling systems use the thermal energy of

solar radiation captured through solar con-

centrators to power thermally driven cool-

ing machines. As many cooling loads, such

as air conditioning, have a high coincidence

with the availability of solar irradiation, the

combination of solar thermal and cooling

obviously has a qigh potential to replace
conventional cooling machines based on

electricity. Cooling and air conditioning

is one of most energy intensive processes

amongst the various energy consuming

applications. Some estimatessuggestthat

HVAC (Heating, Ventilation, and Air Con-
ditioning) networks are to blame for over

30% of a building energy usage. Thus, any

technology that can help to save energy

in the cooling and air-conditioning appli-

cations can help to reduce India's power

shortage burden to a great extent.

ApPLICATIONS IN COMMUNITY COOKING

Many religious places and schools/col-

leges across the country provide meals to

devotees and students respectively. Many

of them have community cooking facilities

which utilize high cost fuels like LPG. Solar

energy can be used to substitute the use of

these fuels. A brief analysis of the per meal

intake and corresponding thermal energy

requirement for cooking is as shown in the
table 3.

energetica india
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Solar Thermal Technologies
Abriefclassificationof varioustypesof solar
collectorsisgivenbelow.Theflat platecollec-
torsaremainlyusedfor low temperatureap-
plicationsand the arearequiredis largecom-
paredto concentratedcollectors.A rangeof
technologiescanbeusedto concentrateand
collectsunlightandto turn it into mediumto
hightemperatureheat.Linesystemsconcen-
trateradiationabout 100 times,and achieve
workingtemperaturesof upto 5500( while
pointsystemscanconcentratefar morethan
1,000times and achieveworking tempera-
turesof morethan 1,000°C.

In India, concentrating solar devices
producinghigher temperatures(800( to

.

I
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3. PERMEAL INTAKEAND CORRESPONDINGTHERMAL ENERGYREQUIREMENT

"";':';"," ':..CC."'":" ," h:>' 'c '" W""" ::'i'Cooking

'Ther~;1 ene;'gy required temperature
for cooking required

Rice, Dal, Veg

Rice - 100gm

Dal - 50gm

Vegetable - 50gm (dry
weight)

25gm per chapatti, 2 chapaties
per meal

200ml equivalent -100°C

85-90 kcal / meal 120°C

-50kcal / chapatti, OR
100kcal / meal

50 kcal / day

Chapattis -280°C

Hot water, milk, etc

2500() havebeendeployedsuccessfully.In
the concentrating collector type, majority
of the solarthermal installationson ground
have been of the parabolic dish collector
type. Forvarious reasonsparabolictroughs
have not been successfullydeployed in in-
dustrial processheating requirement in In-

dia. In the parabolicdish collectortype, two
technologies are prevalent- the Scheffler
dishtechnologyandthe ARUNdishtechnol-
ogy. Schefflerdisheshave been historically
installedfor cookingapplicationsat religious
places,whereasARUNdish was developed
with a focus on IndustrialProcessHeat &

~
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Non-FOCUSSIng

(Slat~)

~ Solar Pond

- Flat Plate (FPC)

Evacuated Tube (ETC) i

Solar thermal collectors

comfort cooling applications.

System Design Parameters
Vast potential exists for the use of solar
thermal concentrators to meet the IPH re-

quirements in India. But large scale use of

concentrated solar energy for various IPH

applications has not been reported. The

important reason seems to be that the im-

plementation of such technologies for IPH

applications poses many challenges. Such

systems need to function as per the strin-

gent process requirements of the industry in
spite of variability of solar radiation over the

days and seasons.Also, the system needs to

be reliable within acceptable range. Further,

the designer is expected to design a system
with a minimum cost. In order to overcome

these hurdles, it was necessary to develop a

design methodology and general integration

approach that can be used for optimally siz-

ing the solar concentrators for various IPH

applications in field.

The solar industrial process heat system

needs to be designed properly, considering
the random nature of the solar radiation as

well as load characteristics. The key points

while designing the system are listed below:

LOAD CHARACTERISTICS

Solar industrial process heat system must

be designed according to the process with

which it isto be integrated. Main parameters
to be considered are,

. Quality of load (Temperature)

. Daily energy requirement (kJ/day)'

. Duration of the load (batch/ continuous)

. Medium of heat transfer (steam/water/

oil).

The total energy to be supplied can
then be decided based on the fraction of the

load to be catered by the solar system.
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SOLAR RADIATION DATA

The output of any solar thermal system is

dependent on the solar radiation at the
place which has both diurnal and seasonal
variations. Therefore solar radiation data in

the form of daily solar radiation (kWh/day),
hourly data of beam normal radiation (kW/

m2)may be used for the prediction of the so-

lar system output and designing the system.

LOCATION OF INSTALLATION

The selection of the actual place of instal-

lation of the concentrator is also important

so as to minimize the fractional shading of
collector (trees/buildings in the surround-

ings) throughout the year. If no. of collectors

is more than one, then arrangement can be

made to minimize piping involved and to

minimize shading of the collectors.

STORAGE

Storage is used to partially/fully store the

heat supplied by solar collector. It also acts as

a buffer which absorbs the output variations
due to short time fluctuations in the solar ra-

diation. Storage of the energy is very useful

as it allows system to deliver the energy as

per the load requirement.

HEAT TRANSFER MEDIUM

Steam: Flow rate should be adjusted such

that flow is either in steam phase (steam

content> 90 %) or predominantly in liquid
phase (steam content < 40 %). Otherwise

entire piping has to be designed for two

phase flow.

Pressurized water: Optimum flow rate

to avoid steam formation and minimize pres-

sure drop in the line, quality of water must

be ensured to avoid scaling. Flow rate should
be maintained to avoid sudden steam for-
mation.

Oil: Properties of the heat transfer oil

must be ensured so that it is suitable for the

temperature range of the application. Oper-

ating temperature range must lie at least 50

°C below the boiling temperature of the oil.

SOLAR CONCENTRATOR

Solar concentrator must be selected care-

fully so that it is able to supply the load of

desired quality. Collector optical efficiency

and overall heat loss coefficient aregenera[[y

considered as the important characteristic

parameters of the concentrator.

Economics

Since the power source (the sun) is free and

solar systems require very little maintenance,

the majority of the lifetime cost is madeup

of the cost of the components and their in-

stallation. The basic parameters that should

be considered while evaluating the invest-

ment in any solar energy system are asfol-
lows:

. Cost of the Solar Energy System

. Subsidies

. Financing options

. Value of Energy generated

. Non-finance factors that influence the
economics

Other than the standard IRR,NPVand

the payback period calculations that are

most widely used in evaluating investment

opportunities, some sector specific econom-
ic indicators that '"must be considered areas

below:

. Cost per kcal of energy delivered overthe
lifetime

. Energy per unit area occupied

. Energy gain ratio
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Conclusions
Due to the limited supplies, high cost and

pollution problems associated with fossil

fuels there is an urgent need to make use

of renewable sources of energy to meet the

thermal energy requirements in industriesas

well asfor cooling. The use of an appropriate

solar technology for such applications can

have a positive impact on the Indian energy
and environmental scenario.

India is the place where large advances

in the solar technologies for satisfying the

thermal energy needs of industries are tak-

ing place. The technology has moved be-

yond the 'pilot installations' phase and its

performance has now been technically and
commercially proven on ground.
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